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Audible first premiered in July 2009 at Dancing On The Edge Festival. 

The creation of Audible was made possible with the generous support of 
artistic residencies granted by The Firehall Arts Centre, The Dance Centre 
and The Cultch (Vancouver), as well as Usine-C (Montreal). 
 
The 605 Collective Dance Society gratefully acknowledges the support of the 
British Columbia Arts Council, the City of Vancouver, and the Canada Council 
for the Arts which last year invested $18 million in dance throughout Canada. 
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About 605

The 605 Collective is led by Lisa Gelley, Shay Kuebler and Josh Martin. As part 
of a new generation of creators inspired by the cohesion of urban and con-
temporary dance, 605 has become known for their emphasis on movement 
innovation and physically demanding works, valuing collaboration as an essen-
tial tool for new directions in dance. Using one another as the canvas for their 
ideas and visions, the artists continue pushing beyond their individual practic-
es, and into new territory. Since its inception, 605’s work has been presented 
at numerous events, festivals and venues locally, nationally, and in the USA. 
The artists’ integration of different genres, and their athletic, fast-paced and 
playful movement, has enabled them to reach a broad spectrum of audiences 
in a wide variety of performance settings. Along with their own creations, the 
collective has been proud to commission established artists to work directly 
with the company, building strong partnerships to support 605’s expanding 
ambitions.  605collective.com

About Audible

In the 605 Collective’s first full-length collaborative work, Audible, five ram-
bunctious performers jump, dive and collide to create a rough-and-tumble 
dance, transforming today’s hyper communication into a highly athletic con-
tact sport. Audible aims to address the 21st century’s “Attention Age”, where 
our lives are increasingly connected and consumed through social media. The 
dancers escape the vulnerability of face-to-face interactions to carelessly hurl 
themselves through space, spinning out of both reality and control. Building on 
such ideas as data-addiction, life-casting, “friend-ing” and online voyeurism, 
the creation process explored and exaggerated the overwhelming and often 
abrasive changes to how we choose, or are now forced, to connect. With the 
collective’s unique integration of forms comes a raw and energetic dance that 
investigates the replacement of social skills, the dislocation from immediate 
surroundings, and the craving for a very basic human need.


